Well log correlation is an important step in geophysical interpretation, but as the number of wells increases, so does the complexity of the correlation process. We propose a new method for automatic and simultaneous well log correlation that provides a globally optimal alignment of all logs, and in addition, is relatively insensitive to large measurement errors common in well logs. First, for any number of well logs, we use a new variant of the dynamic warping method, requiring no prior geologic information, to find for each pair of logs a set of corresponding depths. Depths in one log may have one or more corresponding depths in another log, and many such pairs of corresponding depths can be found for any pair of well logs. Requiring consistency among all such pair-wise correlations gives rise to an overdetermined system of linear equations, with unknown depth shifts to be computed for each log sample. A least-squares solution of these equations, found using the conjugate gradient method, yields for every well log a sequence of depth shifts that optimally align all well logs.
INTRODUCTION
Correlation of well logs is an important step in geophysical and geological interpretation tasks, such as building geologic models and time-depth conversion. Well log correlation is the process of determining corresponding depths among well logs. A single set of such corresponding depths often represents a single geologic time in which sediments with similar properties were deposited over large areas. Today these properties are measured in well logging.
We can therefore view well log correlation as the task of mapping each well log from depth to geologic time. An example of this mapping is illustrated in Figure 1 , where we use the phrase "relative geologic time" to indicate that the geologic time scale used here is arbitrary. We know only that sediments with larger relative geologic time (RGT) were deposited before those with smaller RGT. For each RGT in Figure 1 , we have a set of six corresponding depths, one for each well log.
While a small number of well logs can be manually correlated by interpreters in a matter of minutes, this task becomes factorially more difficult as the number of logs increases. For example, for any six well logs, such as those shown in Figure 1a , 15 = 6×(6−1) 2 pair-wise correlations can be made, as indicated by the 15 edges (line segments) in the graph shown in Figure 2 . However, in this same graph there exist 342 = 3×4×5×6×( 1 3 + 1 4 + 1 5 + 1 6 ) cycles, 342 distinct walks along three or more edges, beginning and ending at the same vertex, without repetition. Because the number of cycles (constraints) grows factorially with the number of logs, this task is usually infeasible even for computers. Several methods for automatic correlation have been developed to solve two main problems: correlation of a single pair of well logs and correlation of many well logs. Correlation methods utilizing either cross correlation (Rudman and Lankston, 1973) or dynamic waveform matching (Smith and Waterman, 1980; Wu and Nyland, 1987) have been proposed for automatic pair-wise correlation of logs. For correlating many well logs, various divide-and-conquer correlation methods have been developed, including those by Le Nir et al. (1998) , Fang and Chen (1992) , and Kovalevskiy et al. (2007) , where previous correlations are used as constraints for new correlations. Due to the propagation of error in such methods, the final correlation of all logs depends on the order in which the wells are correlated.
In this paper, we propose a method for automatically and simultaneously correlating any number of well logs. Our method is relatively insensitive to large measurement errors that are common in well logs and provides a globally optimal (leastsquares best) alignment of all logs.
CORRELATING TWO LOGS
In general, the range of depths sampled within a set of well logs varies. Therefore, before log correlation, we resample all logs such that each log has N z = (z max − z min )/∆z + 1 samples, where z min and z max denote the minimum and maximum depths sampled in all logs and ∆z is a specified sampling interval. For the Teapot Dome example shown in Figure 1 , we chose a depth sampling interval ∆z = 1 m.
Alignment errors
Dynamic warping is commonly used in automatic well log correlation to estimate a sequence of pairs of indices (i, j), called a path, that optimally aligns a pair of well logs (Smith and Waterman, 1980; Lineman et al., 1987; Le Nir et al., 1998) . The first step in finding this optimal path is to compute alignment errors for each sample f I [i] of log I and each sample f J [ j] of log J as follows:
for i = 0, 1, . . . , N z − 1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , N z − 1, where I and J are indices of two logs, i and j are indices of depths sampled in those two logs, and p is any positive value. Beginning at (i = 0, j = 0), alignment errors are accumulated along all possible paths across the i j-grid to find the accumulated alignment errors at the end of each path. The accumulated alignment error D at the end of the optimal path is therefore defined as
(2) Figure 3a shows two possible warping paths a and b for logs I and J on the i j-coordinate system. Each point on a path represents a pair of corresponding depths in logs I and J. Path a has fewer (i, j) pairs than path b and is therefore likely to have less accumulated alignment error, simply because it is shorter. For this reason, some authors force the optimal path to pass through points (0, 0) and (N z −1, N z −1), but this requires manual interpretation of the first and last corresponding depths (Le Nir et al., 1998; Wu and Nyland, 1987) .
To address this problem, we instead compute alignment errors in a rotated kl-coordinate system with
where k indexes depth and l indexes lag, a difference between two depths. In the new kl-coordinate system, alignment errors are now
for k = 0, 1, . . . , N k − 1, l = l min , . . . , l max , where N k = 2N z − 1, l min and l max are specified bounds on lag (depth difference), and p is any positive value. We chose p = 0.25 to reduce the influence of large measurement errors in well logs. As the value of p decreases, the alignment error e IJ [k, l] becomes less sensitive to such outliers. Because i and j must be integers, equation 4 implies that alignment errors e IJ [k, l] are calculated only for values of k and l for which k + l (and k − l) is even.
In dynamic warping, we now seek a path, a sequence of (k, l) pairs, that minimizes the accumulated alignment errors:
(5) Figure 3b shows paths a and b on the kl-coordinate system with path a extending into areas where either f I [i] or f J [ j] are null. Both paths begin at k = 0 and end at k = N k − 1, so that accumulated alignment errors for path a will not be less than those for path b, simply because path a is shorter, as in Figure 3a .
Replacing missing data
In practice, it is common for the optimal path to pass through
is null, as for path a in Figure 3b . [k, l] would equal zero and the optimal path would tend to pass through the point (i, j).
Accumulation and backtracking
From the alignment errors e IJ [k, l], we recursively compute accumulated alignment errors d IJ [k, l] as follows:
for k = 2, 3, . . . , N k − 1. All lags l in the specified range [l min , l max ] must be considered in the calculation of accumulated alignment errors d IJ [k, l] because we do not yet know which lags lie on the optimal path.
After accumulation, we scan the accumulated alignment errors d IJ [k, l] at index k = N k −1 to find the indices (k, l) for the minimum accumulated alignment error D at the end of the optimal path. From equation 8, it is clear that the previous sample on the path must be (k − 1, l − 1), (k − 2, l), or (k − 1, l + 1), depending upon which of the three accumulated alignment errors is smallest. This backtracking is performed for k = N k − 1, N k − 2, . . . , 0 to find the optimal sequence of (k, l) pairs, which in turn represent pairs of corresponding depths. The solid white curve in Figure 4b represents the optimal sequence of (k, l) pairs (the optimal path) for velocity logs I = 1 and J = 3 from Teapot Dome. The diagonal white line of large alignment errors near index i = 1401 is due to a large measurement error (velocity = 6880 m/s) in log 1 at index i = 1391.
By warping each of the 15 log pairs (denoted by line segments in Figure 2) , we obtain for each log pair a sequence of corresponding depths. Figure 5 displays three pairs of velocity logs before and after alignment using our modified dynamic warping algorithm. Figures 5b, 5d, and 5f show log values for only the computed corresponding log depths. Although several measurement errors are apparent in log 4, they have little effect on the alignment of the logs in Figure 5f .
CORRELATING ALL LOGS
Although optimal correlations have been found for each pair of well logs, we require that pair-wise correlations be consistent for all logs. For example, suppose that in pair-wise correlations of logs we find that a depth z 1 in log 1 corresponds to another depth z 2 in log 2, which in turn corresponds to a third depth z 3 in log 3. Then, in the pair-wise correlation of logs 1 and 3, we should find that depth z 1 corresponds to depth z 3 . Moreover, suppose that corresponding depths z I and z J in logs I and J differ by some depth shift s. If we sum such depth shifts, for each pair of corresponding depths along any of the 342 cycles in Figure 2 , the sum of all of the shifts should be zero when we return to depth z I in log I. This consistency cannot be achieved with dynamic warping alone. 
Rearranging equation 10 so that corresponding depths are on the right and unknown shifts are on the left, we have
Every depth in every log will have a corresponding shift, yielding N z × L unknown shifts s. The number of pairs of corresponding depths we can find in all logs depends on the number of non-null values in the logs, but typically is much greater than the number of shifts. Therefore, equation 11 gives rise to a system of linear equations with many more equations than unknowns. We use the conjugate gradient method to find a least-squares solution to these equations.
After shifts s have been computed in this way, equation 9 can be used to compute a time τ I for each sampled depth z I and thereby find a log valuef I (τ I ) for every time τ I . Specifically, we first convert the function τ I (z I ) to z I (τ I ) and then computẽ f I (τ I ) = f I (z I (τ I )). Figure 1a shows velocity logs f I (z I ) for I = 1, 2, . . . , 6; and Figure 1b shows the same logsf I (τ I ) after correlation.
DISCUSSION
In our least-squares solution for shifts s I (z I ), weights can be assigned to each equation 11 to improve the accuracy of well log correlations. For example, other information, perhaps from human interpreters, can be used to determine pairs of corresponding depths for which higher weights might be assigned. When such information is not available, weights might be assigned in other ways. For instance, we might assign weights that decrease with distance between wells. In all examples shown in this paper, all corresponding depths in all wells were weighted equally. Even so, resulting correlations reveal consistent thin beds in the velocity logs displayed in Figure 6a .
Consider the 11 gamma ray logs from Teapot Dome shown after correlation in Figure 6b . In this example, there are 55 possible pair-wise correlations and over 30 million cycles among the well locations. Consistent manual correlation of these 11 logs is therefore infeasible. Note also that, although many large measurement errors are apparent in the gamma ray logs, our automatic method yields consistent correlations.
CONCLUSION
Our method for automatic and simultaneous correlation of well logs is twofold. First, we use our modified dynamic warping algorithm to find for each log pair a sequence of corresponding depths. Our procedure for pair-wise log correlation is similar to existing automatic well log correlation methods, but differs primarily in the calculation of alignment errors. Using a transformed coordinate system, we ensure that all possible warping paths have equal length, so that a path will not be optimal solely due to its short length. At the end of this first step, we've done nothing yet to guarantee consistency of pair-wise correlations over all wells.
Using a least-squares method, we then find depth shifts for every depth in every log that maximize consistency among all pairs of corresponding depths. By applying these depth shifts, we are able to find relative geologic times for every log depth, and thereby map the well logs from depth to relative geologic time. With examples from Teapot Dome, we have shown that our method yields consistent correlations and is robust in the presence of large measurement errors often found in well logs. 
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